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WYNIK: 

 

GOOD LUCK ! 

 

#1 Przyporządkuj fragmenty lukom. W pola wpisz litery A – L. Jeden fragment jest niepotrzebny. 

 

 

THREE TRENDS IN PHOTOGRAPHY 
 

Selfies 
A selfie is a photo that you take of yourself. You can 

take a selfie with a digital camera, a mobile or a 

smarthphone. Selfies are often posted on photo-sharing 

websites such as Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. In 

December 2012 1)_____ "selfie" was among the "top 

10 buzzwords" of 2012. A poll commissioned by 

smartphone and camera maker Samsung found that 

selfies 2)_____ of the photos taken by people aged 18-

24. 

 

Forced perspective photos 
Forced perspective photos create an optical illusion. 

Many forced perspective photos 3)_____ in the 

foreground, with another figure or object in the 

background. The person in the foreground often 

appears larger than normal; and the person or object in 

the background appears to be smaller. This effect is 

achieved by 4)_____ appear to touch the person or 

object in the background. For example, a woman in the 

foreground could 5)_____, which is in the background. 

Of course, you can create optical illusions like these 

6)_____, but doing it for real is a lot more fun! 

 

Photobombing 
Photobombing is the act of 7)_____, often as a joke. A 

number of websites include sections on photobombing, 

especially the photobombing of celebrities. 

Photobombing by animals is also quite common. One of 

the most famous animal photobombers is known as 

Crasher Squirrel. He appeared in a photo of a 

Minnesota couple who were 8)_____ of themselves in 

May 2009 at Banff National Park in Alberta (Canada). 

As they were 9)_____ next to a lake, a Golden-mantled 

Ground Squirrel stood up 10)_____ and appeared in 

the shot. 

 
A with software such as Photoshop 

B make up 30% 

C right in front of the lens 

D    features a face 

E hold out her hand and appear to touch 
the Eiffel Tower 

F    Time magazine noted that 

G    consist of one person 

H    appearing in someone else's photo 

I    sitting on some rocks 

K    taking shots 

L    having the person in the foreground 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

# 2 Przeczytaj tekst i wypełnij każdą lukę jednym słowem z ramki. Nie wszystkie słowa są potrzebne. 

 
 

fake     disappeared     promotion     accidentally     appeared 
 

angle     ground     corner     limb     leg     stunts     transparent     slipped 

 

 

The truth behind the magic 
 
He's walked on water, passed through glass, and 
levitated at the side of a bus. Dynamo is one of 
England 's most famous magicians. He's achieved a 
huge following from his incredible 1.__________. 
But how does he do them? 
 

The river 
On 25th June 2011 , Dynamo was filmed walking on the 
River Thames. The stunt was designed to generate 
publicity for his latest show. Dynamo walked about a 
hundred metres on the water before he was taken away 
in a passing police boat. 
How did he do it? It's possible he was walking on a 
concealed, 2.__________ platform just beneath the 
surface of the water. At one point, two canoes seem to 
hit the platform 3.__________. The police boat is 
believed to be a fake. 
 

The necklace 
In Las Vegas in 2011, Dynamo borrowed a necklace 
from a woman and swallowed it. He then pulled it out 
from a "hole" in his stomach. 
How did he do it? It's been suggested that he had a 
4.__________ torso. So, instead of actually swallowing 
the necklace, he simply slipped it underneath the 
prosthetic stomach and then pulled it out again. 
 

The dive 
In 2012. Dynamo walked down the LA Times 
headquarters in Los Angeles, stopping in a horizontal 
position just above the 5.__________. 

How did he do it? The trick happened at night, where it 
would have been harder to spot a wire or harness. 
There were floodlights on the ground which shone onto 
Dynamo but which created shadows behind him where 
a climbing rope or support harness could easily have 
been hidden. 
 

The glass window 
Also in 2012, at a party on the ground floor of a shop in 
London Dynamo gave his jacket to a pair of bouncers 
who held it in front of him to create a shoulder-high 
screen. He then 6.__________ behind the screen 
before reemerging on the other side of the shop window 
as if he'd walked straight through the glass. 
How did he do it? It 's most likely that the solid window 
had a secret hatch at the bottom which Dynamo could 
have opened while he was covered. He probably 
7.__________ through this before the coat-screen was 
removed. 
 

The bus 
On 23rd June 2013 , Dynamo could be seen levitating 
at the side of a double-decker bus as part of a 
8.__________ for Pepsi Max. It appeared that he was 
just resting his arm on top of a double-decker bus and 
floating as it drove around London. 
How did he do it? 
Throughout the stunt Dynamo's right arm – the one 
touching the bus - remains at a perfect right 
9.__________ to his body. Some have speculated that 
his real right arm is tucked beneath his clothes, while a 
prosthetic 10.__________ is bolted to the bus. This 
fake arm also conceals a metal rod which holds him up. 
 

 
 

# 3 Uzupełnij poniższe zdania jednym słowem. Liczba kresek odpowiada liczbie liter. 

 

1. How much  i _  _ e _  _  _ t   do I have to pay if I lend $10,000 for a year? 

2. My parents were   b _  _  _ t _  _ g   with pride when I graduated from university with flying colours. 

3. He can work  w _ n _  _  _ s  with DIY stuff, he has just finished building a beautiful shed for our garden. 

4. I  insist that you either   _ e _ l _  _ e   the damaged goods  or give me a full refund. 

5. The song has the most annoying    c _  _  _ u _   ever. I can’t get it out of my head. 

6. It’s been 50 years since we got married but every   a _  _  _ v _  _  _  _  _ y  is like our first. 

7. His rude    _ e _  _ v _  _  _ r    was frowned upon by everyone present. 

8. Everyone knows that extreme sports are   h _  _  _ r _  _  _ s  . 

9. He was given a  suspended    _ e _  _  _ n _ e    of two years and made to pay a fine by the judge. 

10. Don’t go out in the sun without applying   s _  _ s _  _  e _ n . 



 

# 4 Fragmenty zdań napisane drukowanymi literami przetłumacz na język angielski. 

 

1. This is where the president FAKTYCZNIE lived.       ____________________ 

2. She’s ZNANA Z her soulful voice and distinctive music style.    ____________________ 

3. The big question now is CZY films about Bridget Jones are still entertaining. ____________________ 

4. UWAŻAJ for mosquitoes, especially if you’re allergic to their bites!  ____________________ 

5. 200 people POPROSZONO to indicate their daily intake of sugar.   ____________________ 

6. The contestants must work hard and compete ZE SOBĄ to win.   ____________________ 

7. She started to drink heavily and take drugs REGULARNIE.   ____________________ 

8. We’ll keep looking AŻ ZNAJDZIEMY the right place to live.   ____________________ 

9. ZAMIAST hiring a band for the wedding party, they played CDs.   ____________________ 

10. He broke out of prison by threatening guards PISTOLETEM    ____________________ 

which he had made out of wood. 

 

 

# 5 Czasowniki podane w nawiasach wstaw w odpowiedniej formie. 

 

• In November 2006, China Southern Airlines announced that it 1._______________ (limit) passengers to just 

one visit to the toilet per flight. 

• If people are going to seek employment abroad in an effective way, they need to be able to communicate 

and understand what 2._______________ (say) to them. 

• Bach 3._______________ (turn) in his grave if he 4._______________ (hear) the way you just played that 

piece of music. 

• He gave her a warm welcome as he 5._______________ (not / see) her for years. 

• The police 6._______________ (question) the suspect since early morning. 

• I wish I 7._______________ (be) invited. I certainly 8._______________ (come). 

• Look! The roads are all wet – it must 9._______________ (rain) while we were sitting in the cafe. 

• He has become a respectable journalist since he 10._______________(award) the Pulitzer Prize. 

  



POLIGLOTA 2016 

Klucz 

 

 

Zadanie 1 

 

1F   2B   3G   4L   5E   6A   7H   8K   9I   10C 

 

 

Zadanie 2 

 

1  stunts 

2  transparent 

3 accidentally 

4  fake 

5  ground 

6  disappeared 

7  slipped 

8  promotion 

9  angle 

10  limb 

 

 

Zadanie 3 

 

1  interest 

2  bursting 

3  wonder 

4  replace 

5  chorus 

6  anniversary 

7  behaviour 

8  hazardous 

9  sentence 

10  sunscreen 

 

 

Zadanie 4 

 

1  actually/really 

2  famous for / known for 

3  whether 

4  Watch out 

5  were asked / have been asked 

6  against / with each other 

7  regularly 

8  until we find 

9  Instead of 

10  with a gun / pistol 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Zadanie 5 

 

1  was going to limit 

 was limiting 

would limit 

 had limited 

 

2 is said / is being said 

 

3 would turn 

 

4 heard 

 

5 hadn’t seen 

 

6 have been questioning 

 

7 had been invited 

 

8 would have come 

 

9 have been raining / have rained 

 

10 was awarded 
 


